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C
annibalism, lethally po-
tent aphrodisiacs, the embalm-
ing and display of a major fi-
nancial donor—not routine 

agenda items at academic meetings. Yet 
such subjects get discussed, amid hilari-
ous persiflage, by the Oversight Commit-
tee that monitors the fictional Museum of 
Man (MOM), loosely affiliated with the 
equally fictional Wainscott University in 

the coastal town of Seaboard, Maine. It’s 
a distinguished old museum, founded by 
nineteenth-century seafarers who brought 
back, from all parts of the globe, marvel-
ous specimens of human creation.

The damnable problem is that people 
keep getting murdered there. So old-school 
museum administrator Norman de Ratour 
again and again finds himself a reluctant 
sleuth, tracking perpetrators via video 

surveillance cameras in Ne-
anderthal exhibits, through 
anonymous e-mails from a 
staffer who signs messages 
“Worried,” and in the Primate 
Pavilion, where demented zo-
ologists investigate the ability 
of chimpanzees to create liter-
ary works on keyboards.

The three volumes in the 
MOM series (all from Zoland 
Books; a fourth is in the works) 

began with Murder 
in the Museum of Man 
(1997), followed by 
The Love Potion Mur-
ders in the Museum of 
Man (2009) and The 
Counterfeit Murder in the 

Museum of Man (2010). Their author, Alfred 
Alcorn ’64 (http://alfredalcorn.com), edited 
the Harvard University Gazette from 1979 to 
1986 and directed the Harvard Museum of 
Natural History’s travel program from 1995 
until 1998 (he still leads trips on occasion). 
Alcorn knows both Harvard and museums 
well (“I have a real affection for museums,” 
he says. “I’ve never been in a museum I 
didn’t like.”). He also extracts professional 
knowledge from his daughter, Sarah Alcorn 
’90, a private investigator. 

Harvard cognoscenti will readily detect 
the roman-à-clef aspects in his stories. A 
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priest with a penchant for evolutionary 
biology, Father S.J. O’Gould, S.J., is, Alcorn 
says, a “caricature by inversion” of the late 
Agassiz professor of zoology, Stephen Jay 
Gould. The model for Wainscott’s Afri-
can-American chaplain, Reverend Alfie 
Lopes, can only be Plummer professor of 
Christian morals Peter Gomes, minister in 

the Memorial Church. And the “ubiqui-
tous lawyer” Ariel Dearth, the “Leona von 
Beaut Professor of Situational Ethics and 
Litigation Development” at Wainscott’s 
law school, may remind some of another 
attorney who shares his initials, Frank-
furter professor of law Alan Dershowitz.

The plots, even for whodunits, are as 

unconventional as the academic setting. 
Pharmacological researchers invent an 
aphrodisiac so powerful that villains turn 
it to homicidal ends; its menace surfaces 
upon the discovery that two faculty col-
leagues, united only by mutual loathing, 
have perished via fatal copulation. A cult-
ish fellowship of anthropologists becomes 

Radical changes are occurring in what 
democratic societies teach the young, and 
these changes have not been well thought 
through. Thirsty for national profit, na-
tions, and their systems of education, are 
heedlessly discarding skills that are need-
ed to keep democracies alive. If this trend 
continues, nations all over the world will 
soon be producing generations of useful 
machines, rather than complete citizens 
who can think for themselves, criticize 
tradition, and understand the signifi-
cance of another person’s sufferings and 
achievements. The future of the world’s 
democracies hangs in the balance.

What are these radical changes? The 
humanities and the arts are being cut 
away, in both primary/secondary and col-

lege/university education, in virtually every 
nation of the world. Seen by policy-mak-
ers as useless frills,…they are rapidly los-
ing their place in curricula, and also in the 
minds and hearts of parents and children. 
Indeed, what we might call the humanistic 
aspects of science and social science—the 
imaginative, creative aspect, and the as-
pect of rigorous critical thought—are also 
losing ground as nations prefer to pursue 
short-term profit by the cultivation of the 
useful and highly applied skills suited to 
profit-making.

…We are pursuing the possessions 
that protect, please, and comfort us—
what [Rabindranath] Tagore called our 
material “covering.” But we seem to be 
forgetting about the soul, about what it is 

for thought to open out of the soul and 
connect person to world in a rich, subtle, 
and complicated manner; about what it 
is to approach another person as a soul, 
rather than as a mere useful instrument 
or an obstacle to one’s own plans; about 
what it is to talk as someone who has a 
soul to someone else whom one sees as 
similarly deep and complex.

The word “soul” has religious conno-
tations for many people, and I neither in-
sist on these nor reject them. …What I 
do insist on, however, is what both Tagore 
and [Bronson] Alcott meant by this word: 
the faculties of thought and imagination 
that make us human and make our rela-
tionships rich human relationships, rather 
than relationships of mere use and manip-

ulation. When we meet in society, if 
we have not learned to see both self 
and other in that way,…democracy is 
bound to fail, because democracy is 
built upon respect and concern, and 
these in turn are built upon the ability 
to see other people as human beings, 
not simply as objects.

Given that economic growth is so 
eagerly sought by all nations, espe-
cially at this time of crisis, too few 
questions have been posed about the 
direction of education, and, with it, 
of the world’s democratic societies. 
With the rush to profitability in the 
global market, values precious for the 
future of democracy, especially in an 
era of religious and economic anxiety, 
are in danger of getting lost. 

In India, where she has conducted research, and in the United 
States, where she teaches, Martha C. Nussbaum finds increas-
ing emphasis being placed on the skills required by any modern 
democracy to sustain “a strong economy and a flourishing busi-

ness culture”—but at the expense of humanistic 
education to “promote a climate of responsible and 
watchful stewardship and a culture of creative in-
novation,” as spelled out in this excerpt from the 
first chapter of Not for Profit: Why Democracy Needs 

the Humanities (Princeton, $22.95). Nussbaum, JF ’74, Ph.D. ’75, 
RI ’81, is Freund Distinguished Service Professor of law and eth-
ics in the University of Chicago’s philosophy department and in 
its law and divinity schools.
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so immersed in their study of cannibalism 
as to actually practice it: in reporting on 
the remains of the murdered Dean Fessing, 
the coroner, de Ratour declares,

took unseemly relish, I thought, in re-
lating to me some of the details of the 
autopsy. Indeed he sounded more like 
Rick Royick, the Bugle’s food critic, 
than a coroner. The dean’s buttocks, 
it appears, were baked with a cinna-
mon honey glaze…medallions of thigh 
dressed in a basil curry beurre blanc 
that had been served with a thyme-
infused purée of white beans and 
black olives in a marinade of citrus 
and fennel.…I must say that if the doc-
tor was indulging in levity at my ex-
pense, it is a levity I find in the worst 
possible taste, and no pun is intended.

In the third book, a chimpanzee named 
Alphus, benefiting from a surgically en-
hanced cranial blood supply, develops 
full command of sign language, a taste for 
single-malt Scotch, and an ability to write 
English prose that might rival Gibbon.

Alcorn, too, has great fun with names. 
A young and beautiful tart who makes the 
unlikely career transition from call girl to 
lab assistant is Celeste Tangent; she had 
worked for the “Russian-Jewish mob in 
Brooklyn,” one of whose rulers is Victor 
“Dead Meat” Karnivorsky. The Seaboard 
police department’s Lieutenant Tracy 
collaborates with de Ratour in solving 
the homicides. (The author rarely men-
tions the lieutenant’s first name, which 
is, of course, Richard.) And in the third 
book, three possible murder suspects are 
Feidhlimidh de Buitliér, curator of the 
Greco-Roman collection, Merissa Bonne, 
widow of the decedent, and Max Shofar, 
a rare coin dealer—whose surnames send 
up the classic mystery lineup of servants: 
butler, maid (bonne is French for maid), 
and chauffeur. Codes are embedded every-
where. Norman’s full name, for example, is 
Norman Abbott de Ratour—eliding the de 
yields N.A. Ratour, or narrator.

The mordant Norman is a highly culti-
vated gentleman—“a bit refined, and just 

 P oets writing in English 
have six centuries’ worth 
of forms at their disposal. 
During the Renaissance, 

Shakespeare and Milton made 
blank verse (unrhymed iambic 
pentameter) the standard mode for 
narrative and dramatic verse, while 
in the eighteenth century Dryden 
and Pope preferred the urbane 
rhythms of the heroic couplet. 
Then there are the adopted forms, 
not quite domesticated from their 
French or Italian originals: rhyme 
royal, sestinas, triolets. Recently, 
American poets have become fond 
of the pantoum, an originally Ma-
lay form that involves a cyclical 
repetition of lines. But none of 
these is as vigorous, even in the 
generally lawless and anti-formal 
world of contemporary American poetry, 
as that most conventional and classical of 
forms, the sonnet. 

The Art of the Sonnet, an innovative and in-
telligent new anthology edited by the poet 
and critic Stephen Burt, recently tenured 

as professor 
of English at 
Harvard, and 
David Mikics, 
professor of 
E n g  l i s h  a t 

the University of Houston, is designed to 
showcase the sonnet’s surprising endur-
ance. Of the 100 sonnets in the anthology, 
17 were published since 1990, while the 
sixteenth century—usually considered the 
golden age of the sonnet sequence—is rep-
resented by just eight selections. 

If you are looking for a book that will 
give you all the best sonnets ever written 
in English, this imbalance might be unset-
tling. But the editors explain in their pref-
ace that “we do not mean to claim equal 

a bit snobbish,” says Alcorn. “He cherishes 
a certain ignorance about the contempo-
rary world—he resists cell phones. He is 
deliberately and consciously old-fashioned, 

a foil to use against the mod-
ern world.” In contrast, his 
antagonists tend to be reso-
lutely modern, full of con-
niving intelligence, materi-
alistic values, power lust, or 
political correctness. At one 
juncture, de Ratour’s much 
younger lover throws herself into his arms, 
panting, “Oh, Norman, Norman, I am so 
glad to see you. I will never leave you again. 
You are like…civilization.”

Stephen Burt ’93 and 
David Mikics, The Art of 
the Sonnet (Harvard  
University Press, $35.)
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Pharmacological researchers invent an aphrodi-
siac so powerful that villains turn it to homicidal 
ends; two faculty colleagues, united only by 
mutual loathing, perish via fatal copulation.
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hear an excerpt 
from the 
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Alcorn


